SCO-19. Sector-16, panchkula

ORDER

Subject:

Relieving
2018

of Ramzaan Mohammad, spM (FI), SMMU, panchkula on zl-LL_

Ramzaan Mohammad, spM (Fl) is going to be relieved
on 27-i.1.-201g and
important and urgent matters are being dealt with in his branch of Financial
lnclusion' Not only this, other important official matters are also
being handled
in that branch like PF etc. lt will take a long time to have a
new inculmbent in
his place' As such to handle the important and urgent matters especially
relating to NMMU and of the state Govt. level etc., state trlodal person
(Trg.
&cB)/ District Programme Manager, Fatehabad, sh. Ranvijay Kumar is
ordered
to attend the SMMU He at panchkura to rook after the work of Financiar
lnclusion and also dispose off the other matters of SMMU expeditiously
for two
days and as and when he is required in addition to his own present
work of SNp
and DPM, with immediate effect.

sh. R.K. Dharia, DFM (Fl), panchkura is hereby positioned in the sMMU He at
Panchkula in DAY-NRLM to work in the branch of Financial lnclusion
and also
handle the work assigned to him from time to time. He will be responsible
for
the disposal off entire work relating to Financial lnclusion and will discharge
duties in close coordination with State Nodal Person (Trg. &CB), with immediate
effect.
Strict compliance of the orders be

Dated: 26-1,L-201,8

ief Executive Officer,
Haryana State Rural Livelihoods Mission,
Ch

Pa nch ku la

Endst
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Dated

Ll-)1-?.olE

A copy is forwarded to the following for the information and necessary action please.

1. Chief Operating Officer, DDU-GKy
2. DMD-cum-ADC, Fatehabad
3. DMD-cum-ADC, Panchkula
4. SNP (T&CB)/ DPM Fatehabad, HSRLM
5. DPM Panchkula. HSRLM
6. Sh. R.K. Dharia, DFM (Ft), panchkula, HSRLM
7. AM (P), HSRLM
8. Programmer, HSRLM
9. PA to CEO, HSRLM
to PD, HSRLM
11. All other concerned
10. Steno

fufLC
L^,"1^ Officed

for

Chief Executive
Haryana State Rural Livelihoods Mission,
Panchkula

